
The Atlanta Figure Skating Club welcomes you to the
Atlanta Open competition, sanctioned by the United
States Figure Skating Association. The Atlanta Open
is open to all qualified skaters in good standing with the
USFSA and will be conducted in accordance under the 
2003 - 2004 rules as set forth in the 2003 USFSA 
Rulebook, except as noted. Skaters may compete in as
many events as qualified by their test level as of May 1, 
2003 or one level higher; however, skaters may enter only 
one level per event (i.e., not Bronze solo dance and Pre-
Silver solo dance). Where applicable, the age 
requirement is as of May 1, 2003.

The Cooler is located at 10800 Davis Drive, Alpharetta, GA. The two ice surfaces measure 200' x 85' 
with rounded corners and hockey barriers.

AWARDS
Entries must be postmarked before midnight, Practice ice will be available Awards will be presented 
May 8, 2003.  Late entries will be accepted during designated times to the 1st, 2nd, 3rd, and 
until May 22, 2003 with a $30.00 late fee. throughout the competition. 4th place winners in each 

A tentative schedule of event.
REGISTRATION practice ice will be included FINAL ROUNDS
The registration desk at The Cooler will in the tentative event schedule FINAL ROUNDS
be open during the scheduled events. A mailing and will be posted to Final rounds will be skated 
tentative schedule will be posted at The our website at www.afsc.us. for both short and long
Cooler, and a copy will be mailed to each The cost of practice ice is long programs per
competitor. Skaters are required to check $10.00 per 30-minute session. CR34.05 for Juvenile 
the official bulletin board at The Cooler for Sessions will be limited to the through Senior levels.
the scheduled events. The posting of such first 20 skaters. A reservation
notices, changes or announcements shall form is attached. CRITIQUES
be considered sufficient notice to competitors. Critiques will be offered for

REFUNDS all short programs.
MUSIC Refunds will be made in
Each competitor must furnish his/her own accordance with Rulebook JUDGES/OFFICIALS
cassette tape clearly labeled with the CR10.09. The Atlanta FSC The Atlanta FSC is pleased
skater's name and event. All tapes must be reserves the right to divide an to host International and 
rewound and turned in to the registration event, limit the number of Pre- National judges and officials.
desk at least one (1) hour prior to the event. Juvenile and below entries,
 All tapes will be requested at the time of and cancel an event (with refund) FUTURE CHAMPIONS 
 registration. if fewer than three entries are SERIES

received.
Tapes may be picked up at the registration The 2003 Atlanta Open has
desk after the event. An extra copy of the VIDEOTAPING been designated a Future
competitor's tape should be available at all Videotaping services will be Champions Series competition.
times in the event of technical difficulties. available for purchase. Individual Information on this exciting

videotaping will be permitted in new program is attached.
designated areas only.

Homewood Suites (Official Hotel) Rate: $99.00
Hampton Inn (formerly Radisson) Rate: $59.00

Wingate North Point Rate: $55.00
La Quinta Inn & Suites Rate: $65.00

Please contact the Atlanta FSC at 770-565-2702 or visit our website at www.afsc.us.

QUESTIONS

.4 miles from rink: 770-640-5511
Across from rink: 770-998-1622

AREA HOTELS

ENTRIES PRACTICE ICE

.7 miles from rink: 770-649-0955
2 miles from rink: 770-754-7800
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This competition is part of the 2003 Future Champions Series (FCS), a new and exciting program sponsored by the USFSA 
and the Association’s Program Development Committee (PDC).  The following is a brief summary of the FCS. 

• What events are in the FCS?  At all FCS designated competitions (such as this one) juvenile (not open), intermediate
  and novice freeskating, dance (not solo), and pairs (not similar) events are part of this series and will count towards
  the earning of FCS points. Short program events are not included in the FCS, and if there is a final round, it is not
  included.  That doesn’t mean you shouldn’t enter such events – it just means that your placement in SP, final rounds,
  solo dance or similar pairs will not earn you FCS points.

• How do I enter the FCS?  By skating in this competition in eligible events you are automatically enrolled in the FCS. 
  You don’t need to do anything else.  To have your points calculated at the end of the year, however, you must enter at
  least 2 FCS competitions (in the same event).  These competitions can be in any part of the country, although when
  we tally your points you will be compared to other skaters from the section where your home club resides. Again, a 
  full explanation on this can be found in the FCS program summary noted above.

• How do I know if I’m eligible to be part of the series?  First, FCS participation and your ability to skate in this (or any 
  other competition) are two separate things.  As long as you meet the eligibility requirements for this competition, and
  for the events you want to enter, you are eligible to skate in this competition. In most cases, if you skate in an FCS
  eligible event, you will receive FCS points. There are only a three scenarios where skaters are not eligible to receive
  FCS points: 1) skaters who medalled at Junior Nationals and skate in the same event in a subsequent FCS
  competition won’t get FCS points for that event, 2) any skater who has competed in the novice division at the US 
  Nationals (regardless of placement) and who skates in the same division at an FCS event won’t receive FCS points, 
  and 3) any skater who has competed in a North American Challenge Series competition will not be eligible for FCS 
  points in that discipline.  Note that for pairs and dance, points are awarded to couples not individuals, so if the couple 
  that otherwise would not be eligible to receive FCS points dissolves and each skater finds a new partner, then the new
  teams can receive points.

• What do I have to pay to enter the FCS?  Nothing outside of the registration fee for the FCS designated competition
   itself.

• Who will keep track of my points?  A National level accountant selected by the PDC will tally all points for all FCS 
  competitions.

• How are my FCS points determined?  Points are awarded based on your placement.  The points are also factored   
  based on the number of entrants in the events.  For a full description of the point system see the program summary
  noted above.  At the end of the 2003 season, we will take your best two point totals (based on place and group size)
  to calculate your final FCS point total.

• Is there a prize?  Yes!  At the end of the season, all skaters who have participated in at least two FCS competitions
  in the same discipline will receive a certificate of participation in the series.  Also, in each section, the skaters with
  the top four point totals in each discipline will get a special FCS medal and their names will be listed in Skating.  In 
  the event that more than one skater has the same point total, each skater will receive a medal.  In addition, unlike in
  competitive events where a tie results in the next place being skipped, this will not be done in the FCS.  For example,
  if at the end of the 2003 season, the point tally for juvenile girls in the East shows two skaters tied for first, three for

• If I have questions about the program whom do I ask?  Lynn Goldman is the National Vice Chair for the FCS.  She 
  can be reached via e-mail at lgoldman1@austin.rr.com.  You can also contact Ron Dei Cas, MD, Chair of the 
  Program Development Committee at skatjudg@aol.com.  Please note “Future Champions Series” in the subject line.

JACKSON ULTIMA SKATES
FUTURE CHAMPIONS SERIES

SUMMARY SHEET



• What other competitions are part of the 2003 FCS?  The following is a list of 2003 FCS competitions by section:

EASTERNS:
North Atlantic Region
  Lake Placid Summer Freestyle Championships   (SC of Lake Placid)
  Lake Placid Ice Dance Championships  (SC of Lake Placid)
  Skate Chautauqua (Jamestown SC) 
  Moran Memorial Championships (American Academy FSC)
  Middle Atlantics   (SC of New York)

New England Region:
  Colonial Open  (Colonial FSC)
  Summer Challenge  (New England FSC)
  Cranberry Open  (Yarmouth Ice Club)

South Atlantic Region:
  Cherry Blossom Invitational  (Capital Regional Council –MD, VA, DC)
  Atlanta Open  (Atlanta FSC)
  Orange Blossom Open Competition  (Tampa Bay SC)
  Challenge Cup  (Philadelphia SC and HS)

MIDWESTERNS:
Eastern Great Lakes Region
  Skate Nashville  (Nashville FSC)
  Ann Arbor Springtime Invitational  (Ann Arbor FSC)
  Shores Summer Skate  (St. Clair Shores FSC)
  Skate Cleveland  (Winterhurst FSC)

Southwestern Region:
  Skate Kansas City  (Kansas City FSC)
  Skate Dallas  (Dallas FSC)
  Colorado Championships  (Mile High Figure Skating Association)
  Houston Fall Invitational  (Houston FSC)

Upper Great Lakes Region:
  McCandless Skating Competition  (Braemar-City of Lakes FSC)
  Rockford Open  (FSC of Rockford)
  Skate St. Paul  (Skate Paul FSC)
  DuPage Open  (DuPage FSC)

PACIFIC COAST:
Southwest Pacific Region:
  Phoenix Fiesta Skate (SC of Phoenix)
  Glacier Falls FSC Summer Championships (Glacier Falls FSC)
  Hidden Valley (Escondido FSC)
  Silver State Open Championships  (Las Vegas FSC)
  Rim of the World Championships  (Rim of the World FSC)

Central Pacific Region:
  CCIA Senior Competition (Central California Inter Club Association)
  Copper Cup (Utah FSC)
  Silicon Valley Open (Peninsula FSC)
  Skate St. Mortiz (St. Mortiz ISC)

Northwest Pacific Region:
  Jackson Hole Invitational  (Jackson Hole FSC)
  Spring Festival (Portland ISC)
  Skate Alaska  (Alaska Association of Figure Skaters and Anchorage FSC)



 Requirements include Freestyle and Moves in the Field tests. Short and long programs are considered separate 
 events. Final rounds will be skated for Juvenile through Senior for both short and long programs. All short

 Freeskates are considered to be the maximum allowed times. There is no 10 second window for
 these programs (SSR14.01). 

LEVEL REQUIREMENTS TIME
*No Test A  Jumps allowed are waltz, Salchow, toe-loop, half flip, half Lutz. 1:30
*No Test B  No Axel, no double jumps allowed; at least 1 jump combo or sequence of jumps but  no more 1:30

 than 3 in total; at least 2 spins of a different nature (3 revs); 1 step or spiral sequence.
Pre-Preliminary A  Passed Pre-Preliminary FS, no higher 1:30

 Unlimited number of single jumps; no Axel or double jumps allowed
Pre-Preliminary B  Passed Pre-Preliminary FS, no higher

 Unlimited number of single jumps; Axel allowed and may be repeated in solos, sequences or 1:30
 combos; no double jumps allowed; at least one jump combo or sequence of jumps but no more
 than 3 in total; at least 2 spins of a different nature (3 revs); 1 step or spiral sequence.

Preliminary  Passed Preliminary FS, no higher
 Unlimited number of single jumps; Axel plus up to 2 different double jumps permitted; double
 jumps may be repeated in solos, sequences or combos; at least 1 jump combo or sequence 1:30
 of jumps, but no more than 3 in total; minimum of 2 spins of a different nature (3 revs); step
 sequence (1/2 ice surface)

Pre-Juvenile  Passed Pre-Juvenile FS, no higher
 Unlimited number of single jumps; Axel plus up to 4 different double jumps permitted; double
 jumps may be repeated in solos, sequences or combos; at least 1 jump combo or sequence 2:00
 of jumps, but no more than 3 in total; minimum of 3 spins of a different nature (3 revs); step
 sequence (1/2 ice surface)

Juvenile  Age 12 or younger; passed Juvenile FS, no higher
 Unlimited number of double jumps; no triple jumps; double jumps may be repeated in sequences
 or combos; at least 1 jump combo or sequence of jumps, but no more than 3 in total; minimum 2:15
 of 3 spins of a different nature nature, 1 of which must be a spin combo ( 4 revs each foot ) 
 and 1 a flying spin (4 revs); step sequence (full ice surface)

Open Juvenile  Ages 13 - 18; passed Juvenile FS, no higher 2:15
 Requirements are the same as Juvenile.

Intermediate  Age 18 and under; passed Intermediate FS, no higher
  Mens Short Program**  Axel; double Salchow, double loop or double flip (may not repeat in combo); 1 jump combo

 (single/double or double/double); camel, sit or upright spin which may not commence with a 2:00
  jump (5 revs); spin combo with only 1 change of foot and at least 1 change of position Maximum
  (5 revs/each foot); step sequence

  Ladies Short  Axel; double Salchow, double loop or double flip (may not repeat in combo); 1 jump combo
     Program**  (single/double or double/double); camel, sit or upright spin, including layback or sideways 2:00

 leaning spin, which may not commence with a jump (5 revs); spin combo with only 1 change Maximum
 of foot and at least 1 change of position (5 revs/each foot); step sequence

  Freeskate  Unlimited number of double and different triple jumps; only one jump with 3 or more revs may
 be repeated and if repeated, must be in combo; at least 1 jump combo or sequence of jumps 2:30
 but no more than 3 in total; at least 3 spins of a different nature, 1 of which must be a spin 
 combo (4 revs each foot) and 1 a flying spin (5 revs); step sequence (full ice surface)

    * USFSA membership not required for these levels
   **Spin combination must include 2 of the 3 basic spin positions.

FREESKATING EVENTS

 programs must use the 2003 - 2004 requirements. The times specified for Short Programs and Adult



LEVEL REQUIREMENTS TIME
Novice  Passed Novice FS, no higher
  Mens Short  Axel or double Axel; double flip immediately preceded by connecting steps;  jump combo 2:15
    Program***  (double/double or double/triple); flying spin (6 revs); spin combo with only 1 change of foot and Maximum

 at least 1 change of position (5 revs/each foot); step sequence.
  Ladies Short  Axel or double Axel; double flip immediately preceded by connecting steps;  jump combo
     Program***  (double/double or double/triple); camel, sit, layback or sideways leaning spin, which may 2:15

 commence from a jump (6 revs); spin combo with only 1 change of foot and at least 1 change Maximum
 of position (5 revs/each foot); spiral step sequence 

Novice Long  Unlimited number of double or triple jumps, but only 1 triple or quad may be repeated and if
 repeated, must be performed in combo or sequence; at least 1 combo jump or sequence of Men: 3:30
 jumps, but no more than 3 in total; at least 3 spins of a different nature, 1 of which must be a Ladies: 3:00
 spin combo (5 revs each foot) and 1 of which must be a flying spin (6 revs); step sequence 
 (full ice).

Junior  Double Axel; 1 jump combo (double/triple or triple/triple); double or triple flip, immediately
  Mens Short  preceded by connecting steps; flying sit spin (8revs); combo camel spin with only 1 change of 2:40
     Program****  foot (6 revs each foot); combo spin with only 1 change of foot and at least 2 changes of Maximum

 position (6 revs/each foot); 2 step sequences of a different nature.
  Ladies Short  Double Axel; 1 jump combo (double/double or double/triple); double or triple flip, immediately 2:15
    Program****  preceded by connecting steps; flying sit spin (8revs); combo spin with only 1 change of foot Maximum

 and at least 2 changes of position (6 revs/each foot); layback or sideways leaning spin 
 (8 revs); spiral step sequence and step sequence.

  Long Program  Skaters may include as many double jumps as desired; for triple and higher jumps, only 2
 different types of jumps may be attempted more than once each; these 2 may be attempted
 only twice each, once as a solo jump and once in a jump combo or jump sequence; number of
 jumps in sequence is otherwise unlimited; at least 1 jump combo  or sequence of jumps, but no Men: 4:00
 more than 3 in total; at least 3 spins of a different nature, 1 of which must be a spin combo Ladies: 3:30
 (10 revs) and 1 of which must be be a flying spin (6 revs); one step sequence

   Men  One Moves in the Field (contains turns, spirals, arabesques, spread eagles, Bauers)
   Ladies    One sequence of spirals
Senior  Double or triple Axel (may not repeat triple in combo); triple or quad jump immediately preceded
  Mens Short  by connecting steps (may not repeat quad in combo); 1 jump combo (double/triple, triple/triple,
     Program****  double/quad, or triple/quad); flying spin (8 revs); combo spin (camel or sit with only 1 change 2:40

 of foot (6 revs/each foot); combo spin with only 1 change of foot and at least 2 changes of Maximum
 position; (6 revs/each foot); 2 step sequences of a different nature.

  Ladies Short  Double Axel; triple jump immediately preceded by connecting steps (may not be repeated in
    Program****  combo); 1 jump combo (double/triple or triple/triple); flying spin (8 revs); layback or sideways 2:40

 leaning spin (8 revs); combo spin with only 1 change of foot and at least 2 changes of Maximum
 position (6 revs/each foot); spiral step sequence and step sequence.

  Long Program  Skaters may include as many double jumps as desired; for triple and higher jumps, only 2
 different types of jumps may be attempted more than once each; these 2 may be attempted
 only twice each, once as a solo jump and once in a jump combo or jump sequence; number of Men: 4:30
 jumps in sequence is otherwise unlimited; at least 1 jump combo  or sequence of jumps, but no Ladies: 4:00
 more than 3 in total; at  least 4 spins of a different nature, 1 of which must be a spin combo 
 (10 revs) and 1 a flying spin (6 revs); one step sequence

  Men  One Moves in the Field (contains turns, spirals, arabesques, spread eagles, Bauers)
  Ladies   One sequence of spirals
Adult Pre-Bronze  No Axel or double jumps permitted. 1:40 Maximum
Adult Bronze  No Axel or double jumps permitted. 1:40 Maximum
Adult Silver  No double jumps permitted. 2:10 Maximum
Adult Gold  No jump limitations. 2:40 Maximum
   ***Spin combination must include 2 of the 3 basic spin positions. Spiral step sequence must include at least 1 change of foot and
       at least 3 spiral positions.
  ****Spin combination must include all 3 basic spin positions. Spiral step sequence must include at least 1 change of foot and at least
       3 spiral positions.

FREESKATING EVENTS



  Requirements include Freestyle and Moves in the Field tests. Spins must  Entrants will qualify according to the Freeskate level. Jumps

  be skated exactly as stated but may be skated in any order without  must be performed in the exact order stated below with minimal

  music. Connecting steps may be used but will not affect scoring.  connecting steps. Second attempts should be consecutive and 

 not repeated in the same location (i.e., first Lutz attempt in one
 corner, second Lutz attempt in the opposite corner). The lower 

 LEVEL REQUIREMENTS TIME  score for each jump will be be thrown out. The average of the 
 1. One foot upright spin (optional free foot) 1:00  highest scores will determine placement.

No-Test  2. One foot upright back spin
 3. Two foot spin
 1. Forward sit spin

 Pre-Preliminary  2. Back scratch spin 1:00  LEVEL REQUIREMENTS
 3. Spin combo (change of foot optional)  1. Salchow
 1. Forward camel spin  Pre-Preliminary  2. Toe-loop

 Preliminary  2. Forward sit spin 1:00  3. Loop/loop combination
 3. Forward scratch/back scratch  1. Axel
 1. Forward camel/forward sit spin  Preliminary  2. Loop

Pre-Juvenile      combination 1:15  3. Flip/loop combination
 2. Forward sit/back sit combo  1. Axel
 3. Forward camel Pre-Juvenile  2. Single Lutz/single loop combination
 1. Forward camel/back sit combo  3. Double Salchow

Juvenile  2. Back spin of choice 1:15  1. Axel
 3. Spin combination with at least 1 change Juvenile  2. Double/single combination (any order)
     of foot and 1 change of position  3. Double toe-loop

 Open Juvenile  Ages 13 - 18  1. Axel
 Requirements same as Juvenile 1:15 Open  2. Double/single combination (any order)
 1. Forward sit/back sit combination Juvenile  3. Double toe-loop

 Intermediate  2. Spin combination with only 1 change of 1:30  1. Single Axel
    foot and only 2 changes of position Intermediate  2. Double loop
 3. Flying camel  3. Combination of any 2 doubles
 1. Solo spin (sit or layback)  1. Double loop

Novice  2. Forward camel/back camel 1:30 Novice  2. Double flip
 3. Spin combination with only 1 change of  3. Combination of any 2 doubles
     foot and at least 2 changes of position  1. Double Lutz
 1. Flying sit or flying change foot spin Junior  2. Double Axel

Junior  2. Attitude/layback spin (Ladies);  3. Combination of any 2 doubles
     cross-foot spin (Men) 1:30      or a triple/double
 3. Spin combination with only 1 change of  1. Double Axel
     foot and at least 3 changes of position Senior  2. Double Lutz
 1. Flying spin of choice  3. Combination of any triple/double

Senior  2. Spin combination with unlimited 1:30      or triple/triple
     changes of foot and position Adult  1. Waltz jump
 3. Solo spin of choice - one position Pre-Bronze  2. Waltz/ toe-loop combination
 1. One foot upright spin (optional free foot)  3. 1/2 flip

Adult  2. Two foot spin 1:00  1. Salchow
  Pre-Bronze  3. Pivot of choice Adult Bronze  2. Loop

 1. Forward camel spin  3. Single/ single combination
Adult Bronze  2. One foot back spin 1:00  1. Flip

 3. Forward sit spin Adult Silver  2. Loop
 1. Forward camel spin  3. Single/ single combination

Adult Silver  2. Forward sit spin 1:15  1. Lutz
 3. Spin combination with only 1 change of Adult Gold  2. Axel
     position (change of foot is optional)  3. Two jump combinations (may include 
 1. Forward camel spin      doubles)

Adult Gold  2. Forward sit/back sit combination 1:30
 3. Spin combination with one change of
     foot and at least one change of position.

JUVENILE - ADULT GOLD: FULL ICE SURFACE
 PRE-PRELIMINARY - PRE-JUVENILE: 1/2 ICE SURFACE

JUMPS ONLY EVENTSSPINS ONLY EVENTS

 ALL EVENTS ARE LIMITED TO 1/2 ICE SURFACE.
TIME IS MAXIMUM IN MINUTES.



 Requirements include Pairs and Moves in the Field tests. Short and  Solo Dance events will be conducted in accordance with CR34.07.
 long programs are considered separate events. All short programs  Adult age requirement is 25 or older.

LEVEL  REQUIREMENTS TIME LEVEL  REQUIREMENTS DANCES
 Preliminary  Under age 14 1:30  Must not have passed more than Canasta Tango

Preliminary  one Pre-Bronze Dance test.
Pre-Juvenile  Under age 14 1:30 Rhythm Blues

 Must not have passed more than Cha-Cha
Juvenile  Under age 16 2:15 Pre-Bronze  one Bronze Dance test.

 Passed Juvenile Pairs, no higher.  Fiesta Tango
 Under age 18  Must not have passed more than Hickory Hoedown

Intermediate  Passed Intermediate Pairs, no 3:00 Bronze  one Pre-Silver Dance test.
 higher.   Willow Waltz

 Novice  Passed Novice Pairs, no higher.  Must not have passed more than Fourteen Step
  Short Program 2:15 Pre-Silver  one Silver Dance test.
  Long Program 3:30  Foxtrot

Junior  Passed Junior Pairs, no higher.  Must not have passed more than Rocker Foxtrot
  Short Program 2:40 Silver  one Pre-Gold Dance test.
  Long Program 4:00 American Waltz

Senior  Passed Senior Pairs.  Must not have passed more than Blues
  Short Program 2:40 Pre-Gold  one Gold Dance test.
  Long Program 4:30 Paso Doble

 Age 25 or older.  Must have passed all Gold Quickstep
Adult  Events/requirements for adults 2:10 Gold  Dance tests.

 are the same as above.            Viennese Waltz

Adult  Must not have passed more than Canasta Tango
 All dances and age requirements will be as listed in the Rulebook Preliminary  one Pre-Bronze Dance test.
 for the 2003 season. Each event is separate. Rhythm Blues

 Both partners must have passed Group B Adult  Must not have passed more than Cha-Cha
 the Preliminary MIF test or higher Rhythm Blues Pre-Bronze  one Bronze Dance test.

Pre-Juvenile  and two Preliminary dances Canasta  Fiesta Tango
 but no higher than the Pre-Bronze Tango Adult  Must not have passed more than Hickory Hoedown
 Dance test. Bronze  one Pre-Silver Dance test.
 Both partners must have passed Group A   Willow Waltz

Juvenile  the Juvenile MIF test or higher, Fiesta Tango Adult  Must not have passed more than Fourteen Step
 the Preliminary Dance test or higher Willow Waltz Pre-Silver  one Silver Dance test.
 and the Juvenile Free Dance test. 14-Step  Foxtrot
 Both partners must have passed Group B Adult  Must not have passed more than Rocker Foxtrot

Intermediate  the Intermediate MIF test or higher, Hickory Hoedown Silver  one Pre-Gold Dance test.
 the Bronze Dance test or higher Foxtrot American Waltz
 and the Intermediate Free Dance test. European Waltz Adult  Must not have passed more than Blues
 Both partners must have passed American Pre-Gold  one Gold Dance test.

Novice  the Novice MIF test or higher, at Waltz Paso Doble
 least one dance of the Silver Dance Rocker Foxtrot Adult  Must have passed all Gold Quickstep
 test and the Novice Free Dance Blues Gold  Dance tests.
 test. Viennese Waltz

DANCE - COUPLES EVENTS

DANCE - SOLO EVENTSPAIRS  EVENTS

 must use the 2003 - 2004  USFSA requirements.



 Moves must be performed in program without music and in any order with connecting steps necessary. Mandatory deductions will be taken for
 for unlisted or additional elements such as jumps, spins, repetitions, or unsuccessfully executed moves.

LEVEL REQUIREMENTS Max. Time LEVEL REQUIREMENTS Max. Time
 1. Salchow jump  1. Lutz
 2. 3 consecutive half flips 1:00  2. Axel

*No Test  3. One-foot spin 1/2 Ice  3. Double/single or single/single combination jump 1:45
 4. Any forward spiral Juvenile  4. Split jump, stag or falling leaf Full Ice
 5. Forward outside consecutive  5. Combination spin with only 1 change of foot
     edges (2 per foot)  6. Serpentine footwork sequence
 1. Salchow jump Open  Age 13 to 18. 1:45

Pre-  2. Single/single combination jump 1:00 Juvenile  Requirements are the same as Juvenile Full Ice
Preliminary     (NO Axel) 1/2 Ice  1. Forward crossovers

 3. Loop jump Adult  2. Lunge or spiral 1:00
 4. One-foot spin  Pre-Bronze  3. One-foot upright spin 1/2 Ice
 5. Forward inside spiral (any foot)  4. Waltz jump
 1. Loop jump  5. Half flip jump
 2. Flip jump 1:30  1. Toe loop jump 1:00

Preliminary  3. Single/single combination jump 1/2 Ice  2. Salchow jump 1/2 Ice
     (Axel permitted) Adult Bronze  3. Waltz/toe loop combination
 4. Sit spin  4. One-foot upright spin
 5. One-foot forward change back  5. Sit spin
     spin  1. Flip jump
 1. Flip jump  2. Loop jump 1:30
 2. Lutz jump Adult Silver  3. Single/single combination jump 1/2 Ice
 3. Loop combination jump (any 1:30  4. Camel spin
     single jump with a loop) 1/2 Ice  5. Sit spin

Pre-Juvenile  4. Layback or cross-foot spin  1. Lutz jump
 5. Forward sit spin/back sit spin  2. Axel 1:30
 6. Circular footwork Adult Gold  3. Combination jump (may include doubles) Full Ice

 4. Camel spin
 5. Straight line or circular step sequence

 Productions East Video Service in conjunction with i2sports recently webcast the USFSA Junior National Championships held
 at the Olympic Regional Development Authority in Lake Placid, N.Y.  We are pleased to provide you with the opportunity to view
 the 2003 ATLANTA OPEN live as single events or the entire competitionor as archived single events through their website at

 For family members and friends who are unable to attend the competition, the webcast is the next best thing to being there in
 person.

 Please access the website at www.i2sports.com to sign up for this service. Minimum system configuration requirements are 
 also provided on the website.

 

 Entire Live Competition - $50.00

Single Archived Event - $10.00

COMPULSORY MOVES EVENTS

COMPETITION WEBCAST

 www.i2sports.com.

Single Live Event - $20.00



 Full Name
Last First MI

 Address
Street

City State Zip

 Phone # (                ) USFSA # Gender:  Female   Male

 Email Address  Date of Birth

 Home Club

 Coach's Phone # (               )

 Name of Partner

 USFSA Regionals Skater's Placement:         QR: Final Round: Short: Freeskate:
 USFSA Regionals Skater's Level:

Freeskate

Pairs Dance

 No Test A*  No Test*  No Test*  Preliminary
 No Test B*  Pre-Preliminary  Pre-Preliminary  Pre-Juvenile
 Pre-Preliminary A  Preliminary  Preliminary  Juvenile
 Pre-Preliminary B  Pre-Juvenile  Pre-Juvenile  Intermediate
 Preliminary  Juvenile  Juvenile  Novice
 Pre-Juvenile  Open Juvenile  Open Juvenile   Short
 Juvenile  Adult Pre-Bronze  Intermediate   Long
 Open Juvenile  Adult Bronze  Novice  Junior

 Intermediate  Adult Silver  Junior   Short
  Short  Adult Gold  Senior   Long
  Long  Adult Pre-Bronze  Senior
 Novice  Pre-Preliminary  Adult Bronze   Short
  Short  Preliminary  Adult Silver   Long
  Long  Pre-Juvenile  Adult Gold  Adult
 Junior  Juvenile 
  Short  Open Juvenile  Preliminary
  Long  Intermediate  Pre-Bronze
 Senior  Novice  Bronze
  Short  Junior  Pre-Silver
  Long  Senior  Silver

 Adult Pre-Bronze  Adult Pre-Bronze  Pre-Gold
 Adult Bronze  Adult Bronze  Gold
 Adult Silver  Adult Silver  Adult Preliminary
 Adult Gold  Adult Gold  Adult Pre-Bronze
 *USFSA membership is not required for these levels.

Jumps Only

2003 Atlanta Open

Competition Registration Form

Solo Dance Couples Dance

Please print.

 Name of Coach

Coach's USFSA #

EVENTS (Check Events Entered)

Partner's USFSA #

Testing Information (Highest Test Passed as of May 1, 2003)

Pairs

   Intermediate
   Novice

   Pre-Juvenile
   Juvenile 

 Moves in the Field

Compulsory Moves Spins OnlyFreestyle

 Adult Bronze
 Adult Pre-Silver
 Adult Silver
 Adult Pre-Gold
 Adult Gold



  I understand that this entry must be postmarked no later than midnight, May 8, 2003. The committee and/or chief referee reserves the right
  to limit the number of entries accepted or to cancel an event due to time constraints.

  The USFSA and the clubs or organizers of competitions undertake no responsibility for damages or injuries suffered by the skaters or
  officials. As a condition of and in consideration of the acceptance of their entries or participation therein, all entrants, their parents and 
  guardians, and officials shall be deemed to agree to assume all risk of injury to their person and property resulting from, caused by or
 connected with, the conduct and management of the competition, and to waive and release any and all claims which they may have against 
 any officials, the USFSA, the Atlanta FSC, and against its Officers, and their entries shall be accepted only on such condition. 

  Parent/Guardian Signature Date
  (If skater is under 18 years old)
  Competitor's Signature Date

  I hereby certify that the above skater is a member in good standing of my club and the USFSA and is eligible to compete in the specified
 events under the rules of the USFSA.

   Club Officer/Test Chair's Signature Home Club

  Title Date
FEES

# of Events

First Event $75.00 X 1 = $

Each additional event $35.00 X = $

Late Fee $30.00 $
  (After 5/8/03)

$

Jane Jud
365 Wilde Green Drive
Roswell, GA  30075

REMITTANCE INFORMATION

TOTAL FEES

Total
 Single, Single and Solo Dance, Pairs and 

Couples Dance (per couple):

COMPETITOR/PARENT/GUARDIAN STATEMENT AND RELEASE

 Mail application, SASE, and check to: 

Accidents (CR 33.06)

  ATLANTA FSC MEMBERS WILL NOT BE REQUIRED TO SECURE AN OFFICER'S SIGNATURE.

CLUB CERTIFICATION

Please make checks payable to the ATLANTA FIGURE SKATING CLUB.

All returned checks will be subject to a $25.00 fee.

Please include a self-addressed, stamped envelope (SASE) with your application in order to receive              
practice ice and competition schedules.



 The Atlanta Figure Skating Club is pleased to offer you the opportunity to include your skater's 
 photograph, name, skating level and home club/rink and/or a business card size Good Luck 
 message in the 2003 Atlanta Open program.

 Photos must be headshots, no larger than 5" x 7". Photos from a professional protographer must
 include a release. All photos will be printed in black and white. Place a label on the back with the
 skater's name, skating level, and home club or rink. All photos will be returned at the registration
 desk.

 Personalized Good Luck messages will be limited to a business card size. 

             Layback                     Globe
 Layback

                Spiral          Skates

 Please select a graphic  Layback  Globe  Spiral  Skates
 and write your message:

 Your name

Photo: $15.00
Good Luck Ad $5.00

 Mail to: Jane Jud
365 Wilde Green Dr.
Roswell, GA  30075

SKATER'S PHOTO/GOOD LUCK AD                              
IN COMPETITION PROGRAM

Photos

Good Luck Messages

 All ads will be printed in black and white.

Photos and Good Luck Ads must be submitted by May 8, 2003.

Please make checks payable to Atlanta FSC.

Example

Elizabeth,

Skate great
and have fun!

Love,
Mom, Dad, and Jimmy



 Practice ice availability will be determined at the close of entries, but we will accept reservations 
 until May 8, 2003. Only one 30-minute practice ice session will be assigned to the skater for
 each event entered, Freestyle events first. If available, additional practice ice can be purchased
 during the competition. Each session is $10.00. Ice times will be assigned and mailed with each
 skater's schedule and posted on the Atlanta Figure Skating Club website at:

         www.afsc.us

 To reserve practice ice, return the bottom portion of this form along with your check payable to
 the Atlanta FSC to:

Robin Corley
520 Gate Arbor Ct.
Suwanee, GA  30024

 Skater's Name Phone #

 Freeskate Level

 Amount Enclosed ($10.00 per 30 minute session)

# of Sessions 

PRACTICE  ICE  RESERVATIONS

 There will be NO REFUNDS for unused Practice Ice reservations.

2003 Atlanta Open Practice Ice Reservation Form
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          June 19  -  22, 2003
                         The Cooler
                  Alpharetta, Georgia

                                              Sponsored by the Atlanta Figure Skating Club

      Advertiser:  __________________________________________________
      Address:      __________________________________________________
      Phone:         __________________________

          Sizes:     Full Page  -  8 ½” x 11”     ½ Page  -  5 ½” x 8 ½”    ¼ Page  -  5 ½” x 4 ½”
                         

Cost:
 Inside cover (full page):      $200     N/A - SOLD
  Inside back cover (full page): $200
  Outside back cover (full page) $225
  Inside full page: $100
  Inside ½ page: $75
  Inside ¼ page: $50
  Business card: $35

      Please provide camera-ready black & white artwork for each ad size.
            All artwork and insertion orders are due by:

Friday, May 16th.
                Make check payable to Atlanta Figure Skating Club.

                                                   Return to:
                   Naoko Yoshioka
                   535 Taunton Way
                  Atlanta, GA 30319
                  404-459-0813
   



     P.O. Box 70126
    Marietta, GA  30007


